November 7, 2017
Mr. Scharf,
We are aware of your continued involvement in this case. Your involvement has never helped anyone, outside the special
insider interests of the government employees to cover up what they did and you personally, given your raucous ill will
towards my mother and me.
You will also recall my response to you on September 14, 2011 and most certainly the last page of that letter. (included) The
last line of that letter speaks volumes then as it does today: "This tortuous period of my life needs to stop. The government
needs to find some other American to screw over."
Your involvement in this case has had a detrimental impact on everyone involved; not simply my family, parents and me, but
also Western Seminary, ATS and NWCCU. Your choices to abuse and your screw ups will and have impacted everyone. It
is Carol’s and my position that if it weren’t for your “lawyering” we would not have found out all the further corruption we
did. Idiots don’t know when to quit. Fighting my mother and me, hiding records and doing shit head things, actually fueled
our interest to go further, ask more questions and seek more answers. You harmed your own client and everyone else because
you did not quickly end it.
You exemplify the assertions Sidney Powell writes about in Licensed to lie.
You are the one continuous person connecting all parties and acting for the deep state government driving this to the point of
no return that will get people killed and harm even more people. Since that letter, this case has continued and accelerated
towards a point of no return. Many people have come and gone, but you James are the consistent factor of abuse by the
corrupt insiders within government that Carol and I have fought and will be the one that ensure this ends with people at
Western Seminary dead. Western Seminary, et al. are corrupt; but you are a special kind of evil.
I intentionally quoted both DeVos and Jackson in the report and to the Senators for a reason because they are right. However,
there are many within the Department of Education what don’t see it the same way and are so demotivated given the
upheaval in the Department at this time that it is highly reasonable DeVos and Jackson will fail.
Parties like yourself in the Department of Justice would care less. You are part of the deadwood; political bullshit that many
Americans are tired of and for many millions of Americans like my mother, father and me why we voted Trump into office.
More and more people will also come to understand what DeVos and Jackson claim is true -- like progressive luminaries
Governor Jerry Brown who now agree with DeVos about Obama’s overreaching Title IX guidelines for campus sexualassault cases. In fact, Brown also fought and won that using a settlement agreement by schools against students to keep
students informing government about the wrong doing by the school is against the law. – but what do you care right?
Unfortunately, we have run out of time. I now believe the point of no return has been crossed. I don’t believe that DeVos
and Jackson have the political strength or resources to combat deadwood; political bullshit artists like yourself in the
Departments of Justice or Education. The three documents I sent out shed light into the active hypocrisy of the
Department, DeVos and Jackson that the Department itself doesn’t want anyone outside the Department to know about.
Because it betrays that while DeVos and Jackson have publically said various things, there is no action to back it up and
clearly not in a case so obscene as this one.
I believe that DeVos and Jackson will fail and it is being reported that the Department is preparing for DeVos to leave (fake
or not who knows). The fact that this will continue to spiral out of control in the coming weeks and people will die is
**BECAUSE** people like yourself are hell bent to force it. You are the problem James; you have never been part of the
solution. I am putting this in writing James, and sending it to everyone and making it public, because you will be and have
been, one, if not ‘the’ pivotal person why this will end the way it does.
(I will trust Randal you will inform your board and others of this letter, as well as our sentiments regarding Scharf. It is after
all your active involvement in attempting to control Carol and me that ensured we got to this point. “Shithead” Scharf only
made things worse.)
Randy Chapel
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